
SPECIFICATIONS FOR STUDENT WORK IN MATH 304

1. PASSING COURSE OBJECTIVES

A major component of your final course grade will be the progress you’ve shown on the
main objectives of the course. These objectives are generally broken down into two types:
Mathematical Practice (P-) Objectives, and Mathematical Content (C-) Objectives.

1.1. Passing C-Objectives. Each C-objective will be assessed on both weekly homework and
exams. It may be the case that multiple C-objectives will be assessed on the same prob-
lem or proof OR that a single C-objective will be assessed over the course of several prob-
lems/proofs. In the end, I will grade each problem/proof using the EMRI rubric illustrated
in Figure 11.

� If every problem/proof on which a given objective is being assessed earns an E or an
M, you will be awarded a passing grade for that objective; if a majority (> 50%) are
passed with an E, you’ll get an E; otherwise your grade on that objective will be an M.
� If a proof (or proofs) earns an R, you may revise and resubmit it once without penalty.
� If any proof on your assignment earns an I, you must use a token to revise and resub-

mit any subset of the proofs marked at I.
� After revising and passing all non-passing work for a given objective, the standard

for deciding between an E or an M described above will apply.
� If a given objective is assessed on multiple homework sets (which may happen due to

scheduling), you need only pass it on one homework set.
It is in theory possible that you could pass one C-objective and not pass another C-objective
on the same problem. However, this is very unlikely, as one error usually begets other errors.

1.2. Guidelines for Problems and Proofs (C-Objectives). Each week you will be assigned
a handful of problems/proofs which assess your understanding of the learning objectives of
the course. In order to be considered complete and eligible for an E or M, your assignments
must meet all of the following criteria:

� Proofs should be written using complete sentences and correct notation (see especially
the discussion of syntax errors below).
� Results from class used in your proofs should be cited.
� If you wish to use a result we have not proved in class or you have not proved on an

earlier homework problem, it should be stated as a lemma and proved independently.
Failure to do so (even if the result is true) will be considered a major error and result
in your work being assessed at R at best.
� Proofs should be written with your classmates as your audience. That is, you should

explain carefully the use of the mathematics from our class, but you may omit details
which come from background knowledge gained in previous classes.

1Based on the EMRF rubric, due to Rodney Stutzman and Kimberly Race, and the EMRN rubric, due to
Robert Talbert.
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http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ717675
http://rtalbert.org/blog/2016/specs-grading-emrf
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FIGURE 1. The EMRI rubric for problems and proofs.

� Solutions to proofs and problems should be free of the types of errors described in
Section 3.
� Assignments should be turned in on time and uploaded to Canvas in PDF form.
� All solutions must be typeset using the free, open-source mathematical typesetting

system, LATEX (either using the free services at http://www.sharelatex.com,
http://overleaf.com, or by downloading MacTeX (on a Mac) or MikTeX (on Win-
dows machine); if you’re running Linux, use TeXLive or compile it from the source
or something and then use emacs2). For your convenience, a link to generate each
assignment in Overleaf will be provided on Canvas.

1.3. A brief style guide of mathematical writing and LATEX. In addition to the above, you
should adhere to the following style guidelines when typesetting your solutions.

� Always use complete sentences! Though be aware that something like “Let x ∈ A.” is
a complete sentence (“Let x be an element of A”).
� Never start a sentence with a mathematical symbol. (E.g., instead of “X is a set with a

minimal element”, write “The set X has a minimal element.”)
� All mathematical objects should be typset in math mode, i.e., between dollar signs. So

instead of writing “Let X be a set”, write “Let X be a set.”

2I’m just joking. Use Kile as the editor and install the base packages from your package manager of choice.

http://www.sharelatex.com
http://overleaf.com
https://tug.org/mactex/
http://miktex.org
http://kile.sourceforge.net
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� Use the inclusive pronoun “we” instead of the exclusive “I”, e.g., “We now seek to
prove...” instead of “I now seek to prove...”. You’re inviting the reader along on the
adventure with you.
� Symbols in the text should be used in such a way that their translation into words or

phrases will require no effort on the part of the reader. That is, they should be used
completely naturally, and you should make a habit, especially early in the semester,
of reading a sentence aloud to yourself to make sure that you have not misused any
symbols.

1.4. Passing P-Objectives. Mathematical Practice Objectives (P-Objectives) can be passed at
any time and will be assessed on a Pass/No Pass scale; either you’ve met the requirements
for passing the objective, or you haven’t.

Note that in order to pass “P4: I was stuck on a problem but got unstuck by reading the
book on at least three different assignments”, you should write 2–3 sentences in a footnote
(use \footnote{}) describing what you learned by reading the book.
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2. PASSING REFLECTIONS

Reflections give you an opportunity to write approximately 1.5 pages (double-spaced,
typed; approximately 450 words), partly in response to a reading/video or other prompt,
and partly in self-assessment regarding recent content and work done in the course. Your
work will be assessed on a Pass/Repeat rubric according to the following criteria:

� Be typed, double-spaced, using Microsoft Word or LATEX.
� Adhere to standard MLA (or AMS) formatting.
� Be turned in on time.
� Spend approximately 300 words in response to the main prompt(s).
� Spend approximately 150 words reflecting on what you learned in the reading or in

working the problems.
� Be written using proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

Major violations (or several minor violations) of the above will result in the Reflection
being assessed at a Repeat level. Revision is possible at the expense of one token.

3. TYPES OF ERROR

Attaining a passing mark requires that you be aware of the four different kinds of error
that can occur when doing significant work in mathematics.

(1) Computational error. This occurs when a mathematical computation (calculus, alge-
bra, arithmetic, etc.) is incorrectly carried out, either by hand or on a computer. For
example: Given the equation 3x = 9 and arriving at x = 2 is a computational error.

(2) Logical error. A logical error occurs when a conclusion is drawn erroneously from a
set of information or without sufficient justification. For example: Given the equation
x2 = 9 and concluding that x must be positive is a logical error. In calculus, if you are
given the derivative equation f ′(5) = 0, and then conclude that f must have a local
extreme value at x = 5, this is a logical error.

(3) Syntax error. Syntax errors occur in one of two ways. First, they can occur as errors
in English grammar, when the rules for language usage are not followed correctly, es-
pecially to the point that they obscure the thought process in the solution or introduce
new errors. Second, they can occur as errors in the usage of mathematical notation,
especially if the misuse of notation obscures the solution or introduces new errors.
For example, in calculus the misuse of the pronoun “it” without clear reference to an
antecedent is a particular problem (example: “It is increasing because it is positive”).
In mathematical notation, syntax errors can be caused by switching variables mid-
solution (for example, solving 3t = 9 to get x = 3 is an error); by misusing function
notation, mismatching parentheses, and a host of other possibilities.

(4) Semantic error. Semantic errors occur when the rules of the grammar of a language
are followed but the resulting statements are nonsensical or meaningless. For exam-
ple, the statement “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously” is correct English syntax but
has no meaning, therefore it represents a semantic error. In mathematics, a similarly
semantically erroneous statement would be “The following graph can be factored”.
This is a semantic error because we don’t “factor” graphs; we factor polynomials and
integers, and to say we are “factoring a graph” is meaningless.

In reality, these errors are closely linked together, and an error in one category usually
introduces an error in one of the others. The general rule for Math 304 is: Work on problems
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must be almost, if not entirely, free of all of the above kinds of error in order to be assessed
at either E or M; and there can be no significant instances of any of these errors. That is,
a small number of minor errors can be tolerated as long as they do not make the answer
incorrect or significantly obscure the thought process in the solution, in which case the work
will be marked at M. But large numbers of minor errors, or a single instance of a major error,
will result in the work being marked as R or I.
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